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The Man’s View
now

forehead

“Patti appears to
have minimal Botox
to soften her forehead
lines,” says Dr. Lyle Back. “It
complements other, more
dramatic improvements.”
Upkeep? $1,000
every six months.

nose

While many nose
jobs end up looking
unnatural and obvious,
Patti’s redone rhinoplasty
“gives her a nicer, more
artistic shape,” notes
Dr. Back of Philadelphia.
A top-notch nose job
costs $12K.
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before or after lip
enhancement?

Kailyn Lowry

cheeks
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skin

“It appears fatinjection sculpting
has been performed to
near perfection, restoring
beautiful fullness to her
cheeks,” shares Dr. Back.
Fat transfers to the
cheeks average
about $5K.

“The cherry on
top of it all was an
excellent laser resurfacing
[$2K] of her skin,” adds
Dr. Back. “Her complexion
is smoother and more even,
with less of a weathered,
sun-damaged
look.”

The Matchmaker Makeover
P

atti Stanger, star of WE tv’s Million Dollar Matchmaker, always
has beauty tips for the women looking for love on her show. And
the 55-year-old isn’t just doling out
the advice — she’s taking it. Over the
past seven years, the dating guru ap-
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pears to have gotten a few enhancements of the nip-tuck variety, says
Philadelphia plastic surgeon Dr. Lyle
Back. While earlier procedures, including an apparent botched rhinoplasty, had left her looking overdone,
“Patti’s face has been reborn in a very

natural and beautiful way,” observes
Dr. Back, who does not treat the outspoken reality diva. “Her nose was
gently adjusted, giving it a more
pleasing shape, and fat-injection
sculpting — around her eyes, temples,
cheeks and jawline — has given her a

youthful, full look. Plus, the fat for all
these injections was presumably obtained by liposuction elsewhere.” The
final touch? Laser resurfacing, resulting in a fresher, younger-looking
complexion. “I would guess that her
skin has a much smoother texture as

well, and probably feels great to the
touch,” Dr. Back notes. “Her appearance has been sculpted and reshaped
by a real artistic master!” Patti’s female clients better watch out — these
days, she may be the one who’s getting all the attention!

It’s been a year of big changes for
the Teen Mom 2 star. In January, the
24-year-old underwent a mommy
makeover that included liposuction,
a tummy tuck and a Brazilian
butt lift — surgeries that husband
Javi Marroquin later blamed, in
part, for their May split. But the
newly single blonde wasn’t done
tinkering. “Tried to get lip fillers,”
she tweeted in June, “and had a
reaction!” While the over-the-top
swelling Kailyn experienced postinjection has since gone down, men
still say they prefer her au naturel
smile from 2015 (left).
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Fake eight
hours of sleep

Want a more well-rested look
in seconds? Then smooth on this
wonder gel! While alfalfa and
lupin plant extracts plump and
tighten, vitamin E reduces signs
of premature aging and pearly
pigments add radiance.
Embryolisse Smooth Radiant
Complexion, $50,
embryolisseusa.com
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